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1. INTR~DwcTI~N 
A well-known theorem of Mal’cev ([lo], Theorem 8) asserts that a soluble 
group having each of its Abelian subgroups finitely generated satisfies Max, 
the maximal condition on subgroups. Mal’cev’s proof shows that the con- 
clusion is valid even if only the subnormal Abelian subgroups are finitely 
generated; this result is in a sense the motivation for the present investigation. 
1 .l. The Finiteness Conditions Max-d% and &C-Max. If 01 is an ordinal 
and H is a subgroup of a group G we write 
to indicate that there is an ascending series of type cy from H to G, i.e., a chain 
of subgroups 
H = HO < HI < . . . H, = G 
such that He Q He,, and H,, = UviA H,, for all ordinals p < 01 and all limit 
ordinals h < 01. H is said to be ascendant in G; of course if 01 is finite, H is 
subnormal in G. 
Let X be a class of groups in the sense of P. Hall; a group belonging to X 
is called an X-group. A subgroup H of a group G is called a Q” X-subgroup of G 
ifHq”GandHEX. 
A group G satisfies the finiteness condition 
if the set of all 4%subgroups of G satisfies the maximal condition, i.e., 
every nonempty subset contains at least one maximal element or, equivalently, 
there exist no infinite strictly-ascending chains of 4%subgroups. On the 
other hand G satisfies 
a%&Max 
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if every ~9%rbgroup of G satisfies Max. There is little relation between 
these properties in general. It will be clear how to define the corresponding 
minimal conditions 
Min-(l”X 
and 
4%Min. 
If  X is the class of all groups, we will write Max-qa for Max-am& q”-Max 
for USMax and so on. 
Here we will study these conditions in three cases, when X is one of the 
classes 
%I, % 6; 
these denote respectively the classes of Abelian, nilpotent and soluble groups. 
1.2. Results. For any group G we denote by 
Q(G) 
the product of all the 45subgroups, i.e., normal soluble subgroups, of G. 
o(G) is soluble if and only if G has at least one maximal 46-subgroup, in 
which case this coincides with a(G) and is the unique maximal ~6-subgroup 
of G. We recall that a polycyclic group is a group with a series of finite length 
having each of its factors cyclic. It is well known that the polycyclic groups 
are precisely those soluble groups which satisfy Max and that finitely- 
generated nilpotent groups are polycyclic. 
Our first main result is 
THEOREM A. If oI is an ordinal > 1 and G is a group satisfying @X-Max, 
then o(G) is polycyclic and contains all the US-subgroups of G. 
This has the following consequence: 
COROLLARY 1. If 01 is an infinite ordinal, the following six properties 
coincide. 
(i) Max- aa%, (ii) Max- a%, (iii) Max- a% 
(i)’ &X-Max, (ii)’ ~“‘92-Max, (iii)’ d%-Max 
Proof. Trivially (iii)’ =S (ii)’ + (i)’ and by Theorem A, (i)’ > (iii)‘. 
Again (iii) =S (ii) =+ (i); since 01 is infinite, a subgroup of a UN%-subgroup of G 
is also a @X-subgroup of G; hence (i) =S (i)‘. By Theorem A, (i)’ * (iii). 
Corollary 1 is false if 01 = 2. In fact Max-u2% does not imply &X-Max; 
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this is the content of Theorem F. However, there are two weak results applic- 
able to the case 01 finite and > 1. 
THEOREM B. If 01 isjnite and > 1 and G is a group satisfying Max-q%, 
then o(G) is polycyclic and contains all the ax-lG-subgroups of G. 
THEOREM C. If OL is an ordinal > 1 and G is a group satisfying Max- a”‘%, 
then o(G) is polycyclic and contains all the 4%~subgroups of G. 
From Theorems A and C we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. If  01 is an ordinal > 1, the five following properties coincide. 
(ii) Max-q%, (iii) Max-d% 
(i)’ @X-Max, (ii)’ @%-Max, (iii)‘ ~6Max 
For (iii) * (ii) * (iii)’ by Theorem C and (iii)’ 3 (ii)’ =S (i)’ + (iii) by 
Theorem A. If  01 = 2, the “missing property” (i) is definitely weaker, as has 
already been remarked; we leave unsettled the case LY. finite and > 3. 
In [4] Baer has brought out the analogy between maximal and minimal 
conditions on Abelian subgroups. Thus it is natural to ask for an analog of 
Theorem A. Here it is necessary to restrict ourselves to periodic subgroups 
in view of the well-known example 
G = (t, A : t-lat = a3, a E A), (1) 
where A is of type 2@. G is metabelian and every subnormal Abelian 
subgroup of G lies in A, which satisfies Min; however, t has infinite order, 
so G does not satisfy Min. 
If  X is any class of groups, we denote by 
the class of periodic X-groups. For any group G, let 
denote the product of all the dG;,-subgroups of G. 
THEOREM A*. If  01 is an ordinal > 1 and G is agroup satisfying Min- +X0 , 
then a,(G) is a soluble group satisfying Min (the minimal condition on subgroups) 
and contains all the a”lG,-subgroups of G. 
This is a more powerful result than Theorem A. For example from it we 
can deduce 
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COROLLARY I*. If 01 is an ordinal > 1, the following properties coincide: 
(i) Min-qa5&,, , (ii) Min-~%l$, , (iii) Min- a%,, 
(i)’ @&-Min, (ii)’ q”%,,-Min, (iii)’ d%,,-Min 
Proof. Trivially (iii) =+ (ii) + (i) and by Theorem A* (i) s (iii). Also 
(i)’ + (i) is obvious. (i) * (iii)’ by Theorem A* and (iii)’ => (ii)’ 3 (i)’ 
trivially. 
Thus the Max-Min analogy breaks down for OL = 2. So far all our results 
have presupposed 01 > 1. In fact the case 01 = 0 is of little interest and 01 = 1 
is interesting but exceptional; for details see Section 4.1. 
1.3. Some Further Finiteness Conditions. 
(i) For any class of groups X, let 
Max-sX 
denote the maximal condition on subnormal X-subgroups of G, and let 
d-Max 
be the property that every subnormal X-subgroup of G satisfies Max. 
The properties 
Min-sX 
and 
sX-Min 
are defmed similarly. By Theorem A, if G is a group satisfying s%-Max, o(G) 
is polycyclic and contains all subnormal soluble subgroups of G. By 
Theorem A* if G satisfies Min-s% 0 , q,(G) contains all subnormal periodic 
soluble subgroups, satisfies Min and is soluble. It follows at once that the six 
properties 
Max-&I, Max-s%, Max-& 
N-Max, $%-Max, &-Max 
(2) 
coincide as do 
Min-s’&, , Min-s%, , Min-sG;, 
s&,-Min, s%,,-Min, sG;,-Min. 
(3) 
More surprising perhaps is the following: 
COROLLARY 3. A group G satisfies Max&l if and only if G satisjies 
Max- 48 for allfinite 01. 
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Proof. Suppose that G satisfies Max-@8 for all finite (Y. If (II > 1, 
Theorem B shows that G satisfies qti-l%Max. Hence G satisfies &-Max 
and so Max-s% by the coincidence of the properties (2). Notice that the 
corresponding fact for Min-s21C, is trivially true. 
(ii) Let 
Max-&E 
denote the maximal condition on ascendant X-subgroups and let 
&-Max 
be the property that every ascendant X-subgroup satisfies Max. From 
Theorems A and A* we see that the six maximal conditions coincide and the 
six minimal conditions coincide. Finally note 
COROLLARY 4. A group G satisjes Max-a’% ; f  and only if G satis$es 
Max-q% for all 0~. 
1.4. Preliminaries. The following two very simple results will be needed 
constantly. 
LEMMA 1. A maximal 4%~subgroup of a ZA-group is its own centralizer. 
LEMMA 2. In an SF-group a normal subgroup containing all normal 
nilpotent subgroups of class < 2 contains its centralizer. 
The first of these is well known. For the second, let N Q G where G is 
an SI*-group, i.e., a group with an ascending series of normal subgroups 
with Abelian factors. Let C = C,(N), the centralizer of N in G, and suppose 
that C < N. Since C 4 G and G is an SI*-group, CN/N contains a non- 
trivial @I-subgroup of G/N, say A/N. Then A = A n (CN) = A,N 
where A,, = A n C, and [A;, A,] < [N, C] = 1, so A, is a a%-subgroup 
of G with class < 2. If N contains all such subgroups, A, < N and A = N. 
Here N might be v(G), the Fitting subgroup of G, i.e., the product of all 
the Q%-subgroups of G, or the product of all the normal ZA-subgroups 
of G. 
We will also need 
LEMMA 3. (See [24], Lemma 2.1) Let A be a QU-subgroup of G and let 
H be subnormal in G. Assume that A is radicablel and that H is periodic and 
nilpotent; then [A, H] = 1. 
1 A group is said to be radical& if it consists of mth powers for each positive integer m. 
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Ultimately the proofs of the main theorems depend on information about 
groups of automorphisms of soluble groups due originally to Mal’cev, 
Cernikov and Baer ([IO], [6], [3], [Z]). 
(I) Let r be a locally soluble group of automorphisms of a polycyclic 
group G. Then I’ is polycyclic. 
Proof. It is easy to see that G may be taken to be free Abelian of finite 
rank here. A result of Zassenhaus [17] asserts that the derived length of a 
soluble linear group does not exceed a certain function of the degree. Hence 
finitely generated subgroups of r are soluble of bounded derived length and 
so I’ is soluble. By Mal’cev’s original theorem, ([ZO], Theorem 2), every 
Abelian subgroup of r is finitely generated and this implies that r is poly- 
cyclic. More generally, the same conclusion follows if r merely has an 
ascending series with locally soluble factors. 
(II). Let r be a periodic group of automorphisms of G, a soluble group 
satisfying Min. Then r satisfies Min and if G is nilpotent r is finite. 
Proof. I f  G is Abelian, Baer has proved that r is finite ([I], p. 521). I f  G 
is soluble and N is the minimal normal subgroup of finite index in G, N is 
radicable and abelian by Cernikov’s theorem, ([9], p. 191). N is characteristic 
in G, so r induces a finite group of automorphisms in N and in G/N. From 
this it follows easily that r satisfies Min. Now let G be nilpotent; then N lies 
in the center of G by Lemma 3. The automorphisms in r which induce 
trivial automorphisms in N and G/N form a normal subgroup of finite index 
in rwhich is isomorphic with a subgroup of the additive group Hom(G/N, N) 
and consequently is finite. 
o(G): the product of all the q6-subgroups of the group G; 
v(G): the product of all the US-subgroups of G, i.e., the Fitting 
subgroup of G. 
a,(G): the product of all the a&-subgroups of G; 
v,(G): the product of all the 4J&subgroups of G; 
c,(G): the (a + 1)th term of the upper central series of G; 
y=(G): the oath term of the lower central series of G; 
T(G): the unique maximal normal periodic subgroup of G. 
Let 0 denote one of the relations a”, s (= subnormal), a (= ascendant). 
Max-OX: the maximal condition on n&subgroups; 
OX-Max: the property “every OX-subgroup satisfies Max”. 
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Min- q 3E: the minimal condition on OX-subgroups; 
q ;t-Min: the property “every UT-subgroup satisfies Min”. 
GKI f  * 01 E A): the subgroup generated by the subsets X, . 
2. THE PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
We prove Theorem B first and deduce Theorem C from it; then Theorems A 
and A* will be proved. 
2. I. Theorems B and C. The following lemma plays an essential part here: 
LEMMA 4. Let (NB : 1 < fi < ~1 b e an ascending chain of a%-subgroups 
of a group G and let its union N be nor&potent. Then &(N) < [,+1(N) for all 
finite i provided that one of the following holds: 
(i) each 4JI-subgroup of G that is contained in N is finitely generated; 
(ii) each a%-subgroup of G that is contained in N satis$es Min. 
Proof. We can of course assume that Ni f  1. Notice that y  is a limit 
ordinal and that it is enough to show that c,(N) f  1. For c,(N) 4 G, 
N/[,(N) is not nilpotent and, if X/&(N) is a q%-subgroup of G/&(N) 
contained in N/[,(N), X is a a%-subgroup of G; consequently G/{,(N) 
inherits (i) or (ii) from G and the result follows by induction on i. 
Assume that condition (i) holds. Let 2, = &(NB) f  1 and define for 
1 < p < y, $ = (2, : 1 < s < p>. z, . IS a d’%-subgroup of G contained 
in N, so it is finitely generated and satisfies Max. Hence for some /3a < y, 
ZB, = z,,, = *-* = 2, . Therefore if /3,, < 6, < /3a < y, Za, < zO, < NO, 
and consequently ZO, < Zs, < Zfl, . Suppose that N is not torsion-free; then 
for a sufficiently large /I < y, N, is not torsion-free. Now N, is nilpotent, 
so its center Z, contains nontrivial elements of finite order and T(Z,) f  1. 
Hence for large /3, < /3a < y, 1 < T(Z,J < T(Z,~) < ~(2,~). But T(Z,J is 
finite, since ZOO is finitely generated. Hence for some ,f3 < y, r(Z,) = 
T(Z,+,) = etc and 1 f  ~(2,) < c,(N). Suppose now that N is torsion-free. 
For large enough /3r < pa < y, Za, < Z’, : also Na,/ZDp is torsion-free, so 
Z,l/Z,z is too. If  Za, < Za; , Za, has smaller rank than Zs, , both groups being 
finitely generated. Hence for some fi < y, Z, = Z,,, = etc. and 1 # Z, < 
UN)- 
Now assume that condition (ii) holds: As before let Z, = &(N,). Since 
each Z, satisfies Min, there exists an I = Z=, n . . . n Z, , aI < . . . < 01, < y, 
which is minimal among all such nontrivial finite interse&ons. Let a1 < ,fI < y; 
since 1 f  I 4 ND and N, is nilpotent, I n Z, f  1. By minimality of 1, 
InZ,=IandsoI<Zg.Hencelfl<&(N). 
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Proof of Theorem B. Let G satisfy Max-~% where 01 is finite and > 1. 
We have to show that a(G) is polycyclic and contains all a”-%-subgroups 
of G. We can assume that 01 = 2. For suppose this case has been proved and 
let 01 > 2. Certainly G satisfies Max-qa-91 and 01 - 1 > 1, so o(G) is 
polycyclic by induction on 01. Let H be a a”-%-subgroup of G and write R 
for HG; then R satisfies Max-q+Yl and Hq”-2n. By induction on OL, o(R) 
is polycyclic and contains H. Also (s(n) 4 G, so O(R) < o(G) and H < a(G). 
Suppose that G satisfies Max-@%; it remains only to show that u(G) is 
polycyclic. Let N be a a%-subgroup of G and let A be a maximal Q%- 
subgroup of N. By the hypothesis, A satisfies Max-N, the maximal condition 
on N-invariant subgroups, and consequently for each i the factor 
being central in N, satisfies Max and so is finitely generated. Since N is 
nilpotent, this implies that A is finitely generated. By Lemma 1 A = C&A) 
and by (I) N/A is polycyclic. Hence N is finitely generated. Now let R be a 
46subgroup of G; if R is Abelian, it is finitely generated, so suppose this 
is not so. R’ is also a 46-subgroup of G and has smaller derived length 
than R; by induction R’ is polycyclic. Let C = C,(R’) : C 4 G and 
[C’, C] = 1, so C is a q’%-subgroup of G. Hence C is finitely generated and 
consequently polycyclic. By (I) R/C is polycyclic, so finally R is too. So far 
we have proved that G satisfies 46Max. 
Let {N, : 1 < j3 < r} be an ascending chain of d’%-subgroups of G and 
let N be its union. N 4 G and every a%-subgroup of G is finitely generated. 
Suppose that N is not nilpotent; then by Lemma 4 &(N) < &+,(N) for all 
finite i. Define 
L = L(N) = u 5iW 
i<W 
a normal ZA-subgroup of G. Let B denote a maximal @I-subgroup of L; 
then B satisfies Max-L. Now 
B n L(N) G B n 5,(N) d . . . 
is an ascending chain of L-invariant subgroups of B; hence for some finite n, 
B n c,(N) = B n c,+,(N) = etc. Since B < L, this shows that B < 5,(N). 
Now c,(N) is polycyclic, as a a’%-subgroup of G, so B is finitely generated. 
B = C,(B) and L/B is finitely generated by (I); this, however, gives the 
contradiction L = c,(N) for some finite m. Thus N must be nilpotent and 
consequently G has a maximal a’%-subgroup, necessarily coinciding with 
v(G). Hence v(G) is finitely generated and nilpotent. 
Finally let {li, : 1 < /3 < r} be an ascending chain of 46-subgroups of G 
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and let R be its union. If  M is any +X-subgroup of R, M n R, c~ R, , so 
M n RB < v(RJ. Since M is the union of the M n RB’s for p < y  
v(R) < <VW : P < Y>. (4) 
v(RB) is nilpotent, since R, is polycyclic. Since also v(R,) Q G, v(R& < v(G) 
for all /3 < y. Hence v(R) < v(G) by (4). It follows that v(R) is finitely gener- 
ated and nilpotent. Now R is an X*-group, since it is a union of ~6 
subgroups, so v(R) > C,(v(R)) by Lemma 2. Since R is also locally soluble, 
R/C,(v(R)) is polycyclic by (I); it follows that R is polycyclic. We have shown 
that G has a maximal 46subgroup which must be u(G). Hence a(G) is 
polycyclic and the proof is complete. 
Remark. Let 3a denote the class of &l-groups. It will be seen from the 
proof of Theorem B, case (Y = 2, that the conclusion follows from the 
property “every 42I-subgroup of a q&-subgroup is finitely generated.” 
This property has been considered by Baer ([4], p. 359) and it is obviously 
equivalent to q&-Max. Now Max-48 implies that every d&-subgroup 
is nilpotent: hence Max-q% and q%-Max together imply d&-Max and 
<l&-Max = Max-q’% + da-Max = Max-46 + aG-Max. 
On the other hand 
Max-u& = Max-q%, 
a weaker property (see Section 4.1). 
Proof of Theorem C. By induction on 01 we can assume that 01 = 2. 
Let G satisfy Max-&R and let N be a maximal d2%-subgroup of G. 
Write iv for NC. Then N 4 m and Ng 4 fl for any g E G. Hence NNg is a 
q!R-subgroup of m and a a2%-subgroup of G. By maximality of N, Ng < N 
and N Q G; hence N < v(G). Every @%-subgroup of G is contained in a 
maximal q2’%-subgroup of G and hence in v(G); by Theorem B o(G) is 
polycyclic, so v(G) is finitely generated and nilpotent. Finally, let R be a 
@Z-subgroup of G and write 2 for RG. A a%-subgroup of i? is a a2’%- 
subgroup of G and so is contained in v(G); hence v(R) < v(G) and v(R) is 
finitely generated and nilpotent. Since a is locally soluble and an SI*-group, 
V(R) contains its centralizer in R and R is polycyclic by (I). Hence 
R < a < u(G). 
2.2. Proof of Theorem A. 
Case (i): OL is finite. By induction we can assume that OL = 2. Let G 
satisfy a2%-Max. Since the union of an ascending chain of d221-subgroups 
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is always a a2QI-subgroup, G satisfies Max-@% and by Theorem B U(G) is 
polycyclic. We have still to show that a(G) contains every da6-subgroup 
of G. 
Let A be a d2‘%-subgroup of G; then A is finitely generated. A = AG is 
locally soluble, so, denoting C,-(A) by C, we see from (I) that A/C is poly- 
cyclic. Thus we can write A = CX where X = (A, A”l,..., A’m), for a 
suitable finite subset {x1 ,..., x,} of G. Since A 4 A and [A, C] = 1, it 
follows by induction on t that 
[A, A,..., A] = [A, X ,..., X]. (5) -N tt- 
But X is nilpotent, being the product of finitely many a’%-subgroups, and 
A < X. Hence for a sufficiently large finite t, A < &(A). Since &(A) 4 G, 
A = AC < &(A) and A = &(A). Thus A is nilpotent and A < A < v(G); 
hence v(G) contains all Q221-subgroups of G. 
Let N be a d2fll-subgroup of G and let c be the nilpotent class of N. 
We will show that N < v(G) by induction on c, which may be taken > 1. 
As usual write N for NC. Let P denote the product of all 492-subgroups of 
N which have nilpotent class less than c. P 4 G and by induction hypothesis 
P < v(G), so P is finitely generated and nilpotent. N’ u m and N’ has 
nilpotent class < c, so N’ < P. Since P u G, (N’J)’ = (N’)g < P for all 
g E G. R is locally nilpotent, so if we write D = C&P), m/D is polycyclic by 
(I). Hence m = DY where Y = (P, NQ,..., NY,) for some finite subset 
iY1 ,*--, yn} of G. Now Y is nilpotent and 
[P, F,..$y] = [P, Y ,..., Y]. 
-t--f 
Consequently 
p d stm (6) 
for some finite t > 0. Let Nr ,..., N,,, be conjugates of N in G, not necessarily 
distinct. Repeated use of Hall’s “three subgroup lemma” (see [S]) shows that 
1% ,..., Nt+,l’ < n [% >..., Nt,, , Nm,..., Na+d 
Z 
the product being taken over all permutations I of the set {l,..., t + l}. Now 
by (6). Hence [Nr , N, ,..., N,+J is a 4%~subgroup of m. Since c > 1, 
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[4 , N, ,..., N,,,] < P. Now it is obvious that yt+r(m) is the product of all 
[Nl I..., N,,,] where the N, are allowed to range over all the conjugates of N 
in G. We conclude that yt+r(fl) < P, which in conjunction with (6) gives 
This implies that N is nilpotent of class < 2t. Hence N < v(G) and thus 
N < v(G). 
Finally v(G) is polycyclic and we have shown that it contains all a2%- 
subgroups of G. Consequently G satisfies Max-a2%. By Theorem C, a(G) 
contains all @%subgroups of G. 
Case (ii): 01 is infinite. G is a group satisfying +X-Max. What has to be 
proved is that a(G) contains all the 4%subgroups of G. Certainly OL may be 
assumed to be a limit ordinal. For otherwise a: - 1 exists and is infinite; if R 
is a 4”6-subgroup of G and i? = R G, then R ~~-1 R and 17 satisfies 
a”-l’%-Max. By transfinite induction R < O(E) and u(a) < a(G) since u(R) 
is polycyclic. 
Next we show that G satisfies 4%Max. Let N be a a”%-subgroup of G 
and let A be a maximal 45X-subgroup of N. Since a! is infinite, A d* G and A 
is finitely generated; hence N is finitely generated by (I) and Lemma 1. 
Now let R be a u6subgroup of G. R’ is polycyclic by induction on the 
derived length of R, so R/C,(R’) is polycyclic; C&R’) is a @%-subgroup of G 
and hence is finitely generated. Therefore R is polycylcic. 
Let N be any @%-subgroup of G; the next step is to show that N < v(G). 
There is an ascending series 
N = N,, Q Nl q .a. N, = G. 
Let N = NC and define 
Then 
MO = NNfl, (0 < P < 4. 
N = Ml 4 M2 q ..- Mm = m 
is also an ascending series. Suppose that /3 < 0: is least such that MB is not 
nilpotent; certainly p > 1. If  /3 is not a limit ordinal, MOT1 d M, 4 N, and 
Hence M, is the product of q’%-subgroups. But MB satisfies at least &JI- 
Max, so by case (i) M, is polycyclic and therefore nilpotent. I f  p is a limit 
ordinal, MD is the union of @%-subgroups and satisfies @$I-Max; by 
induction hypothesis MB is polycyclic. Hence MB is nilpotent, a contradiction. 
481/10/3-6 
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Let Zs = [,(M,), j3 < a; we define 
an Abelian subgroup of N. Let ,6 < 01 and assume that p + 1 < y  < 01. 
Since M, CI N, , Z, 4 NY. Hence 
PLI > 41 G mr, > 41 Q -6. (7) 
Also ND Q N,, and 
Hence by (7) 
In addition Z 4 (N,, , Z}. Therefore 
~Q(N,,~)Q(N,,Z)Q***(N,,Z)=G, 
which is clearly an ascending series from Z to G of type 1 + 01 = CX, (c.f. 
Baer [4], Hiifssatz 8.3). Hence Z is a 4+X-subgroup of G and in consequence 
is finitely generated. From this it follows that, for sufficiently large /zI, , 
/Ii < j3, < a? implies that Ze, < Z, . I f  we suppose that N f  1, then 
<i(m) f  1 by the proof of Lemma 4. Clearly every q”%-subgroup of 
G/[,(m) which is contained in m/[,(n) is finitely generated. Thus if we assume 
that m is nonnilpotent, it follows that &(m) < <,+i(~) for all finite i. 
L = c,(N) is a ZA-group and a maximal 4‘2I-subgroup of L is a a221- 
subgroup of G and hence is finitely generated. But this leads to L being 
finitely generated, which is clearly not the case. Hence fl is nilpotent and 
N < m < v(G). 
Finally, let R be a 4%~subgroup of G; we can now show that R < a(G). 
There is an ascending series 
R=R,qR,q--R,=G. 
Let i? = RG and define 
Then 
S, = RRfl, (0 < B < 4. 
s = s, (1 s, Q *-- s, = R 
is an ascending series. Each S’s , B < (3~, is soluble; the argument here is that 
used above to prove that MB is nilpotent. Now define for /3 < OL 
x, = v(S,). 
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Since S, is polycyclic, X, is nilpotent and X, < i? n v(G) < v(R). Hence 
since fi is the union of the &‘s, 8 < 01. Since S, is soluble for /I < (Y, 
C,(X,) < X, and consequently 
q+(R)) < (X, : B < E> < @9. (8) 
Now Y(R) is polycyclic since l? satisfies a2%-Max, and a is locally soluble, 
being the union of an ascending chain of soluble groups. Hence R is polycyclic 
by (I) and (8). Thus R < R < o(G) and the proof of Theorem A is complete. 
2.3. Proof of Theorem A*. 
Case (i): cy is finite. By induction on 01 we can take OL = 2. Suppose 
that G satisfies Min-Q?&, . Let N be a a!&,-subgroup of G and let A be a 
maximal @I-subgroup of N. A satisfies Min-N, the minimal condition on 
N-invariant subgroups, and consequently the factor 
satisfies Min for each i. Since N is nilpotent, A satisfies Min and therefore N 
satisfies Min by (II) and Lemma 1. Using this it is easy to show that every 
46,,-subgroup of G satisfies Min by induction on the derived length of the 
subgroup. 
Let {Ns : 1 < /3 < r} be an ascending chain of d%,,-subgroups of G and 
let N be its union; then N is periodic. Suppose that N is not nilpotent. Every 
a%-subgroup of G which is contained in N is periodic and therefore satisfies 
Min. By Lemma 4, ci(N) < [,+i(N) for all finite i. Let L = c,(N), a normal 
periodic ZA-subgroup of G, and let B denote a maximal &I-subgroup of L; 
then B satisfies Min-L. Let Ci = C,(&(N)) where i is finite; &(N) is nilpotent 
and satisfies Min, so by (II), B/C, finite. Also B = C, >, C, > ... and 
Ci q L, so by Min-L, C, = C,,, = etc. for some finite n. But this implies 
that C, centralizes every &(N) and therefore L. By Min-L, C,, and therefore B 
satisfies Min. By (II) and Lemma 1, L satisfies Min. Let F denote the unique 
minimal normal subgroup of finite index in L; Cernikov’s theorem shows 
that F is radicable and Abelian. Now N is the union of a chain of a%- 
subgroups, so it is a Baer group, i.e., every cyclic subgroup is subnormal. 
Let x E N : (x) is finite and subnormal in N and F 4 N, so by Lemma 3 
[F, x] = 1. Thus F < [t(N) and, since L/F is finite, L = &(N) for some 
finite i, a contradiction. Therefore N is nilpotent and G has a maximal 
a%,-subgroup, necessarily coinciding with v,,(G). Hence v,(G) is nilpotent 
and satisfies Min. 
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Let (R, : 1 < /3 < r} be an ascending chain of 46,~subgroups of G and 
let R be its union. Each R, , /? < y, satisfies Min, so v,,(R& is a Baer group 
satisfying Min and as such is nilpotent (Baer [2]); this follows simply from 
Lemma 3 and either Cernikov’s theorem or McLain’s theorem 3.1* in [12]. 
Since v,,(R,) u G, vo(RB) < v,(G) for all/3 < y. Also v,(R) < (vo(RB) : /3 < y), 
so v,,(R) < v,(G) and v,(R) is nilpotent and satisfies Min. R is a periodic 
SI*-group, so v,,(R) contains its centralizer in R and by (II), R satisfies Min. 
By Cernikov’s theorem R is soluble. Hence a,(G) is soluble and satisfies Min. 
We must now consider the q26,-subgroups of G. Let A be any &!I,,- 
subgroup of G and write A = AC. A satisfies Min-A and therefore A has 
an ascending chief A-series; in addition A is locally nilpotent. Now a chief 
factor of a locally nilpotent group is central (see [Z2], Theorem 2.2), so A lies 
in the hypercenter of A, i.e., A < [s(A) for some ordinal B. Since <s(A) 4 G, 
A = [s(A) and A is a ZA-group. [,(A) is a union of &&,-subgroups of G 
so it lies in v,,(G) and therefore satisfies Min. A is a periodic Baer group, 
so by Lemma 3 the unique minimal normal subgroup of finite index in [,(A) 
lies in the center of A and c,(A) = &(A) for some finite i. Hence A is nil- 
potent and A < A < v,,(G). Notice that we have shown that Min-q2$LI, 
implies d2%!l,,-Min, the first real departure from the case of the maximal 
condition. 
Let N be a q2%,,-subgroup of G; we aim to show that N < v,(G). Let c 
be the nilpotent class of N and assume c > 1. Write m = NC and let P 
denote the product of all the QJ&-subgroups of m which have nilpotent class 
< c. P 4 G and, by induction on c, P < v,,(G). Hence P is nilpotent and 
satisfies Min. w is periodic, so if we write D = C,(P), m/D is finite by (II). 
From this point the argument is identical with that of the third paragraph of 
Theorem A (case (i)); we conclude first that P < c,(m) for some finite t and 
finally that N is nilpotent; thus N < N < v,,(G). 
In conclusion, let R be a d26,-subgroup of G and let a = RG. Every 
a’%,,-subgroup of R is contained in V,(G), by the last part of the proof, so 
v,(R) < v,,(G) and ~48 is a nilpotent group satisfying Min. R is a periodic 
SI*-group; by Lemma 2 and (II), i? satisfies Min and is therefore soluble. 
Thus R < i? < o,(G). 
Case (ii): 01 is infinite. We can suppose that (y. is a limit ordinal. Let G 
satisfy Min- @X0 ; then since 01 is infinite, this implies that G satisfies 
&&,-Min. If  N is a am-periodic ZA-subgroup of G and A is a maximal 
q’$!I-subgroup of iV, then A 4” G and A satisfies Min. Hence N satisfies Min 
and is therefore soluble. From this it follows by induction on the derived 
length, in the usual way, that every +$,-subgroup of G satisfies Min. Let us 
denote the product of all the normal periodic ZA-subgroups of G by 
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Clearly p(G) < o,(G) and by the Hirsch-Plotkin theorem and case (i) p(G) 
is a locally nilpotent group satisfying Min. Hence p(G) is a ZA-group, 
(McLain [22], Theorem 3.1*). It follows that p(G) is the unique maximal 
normal periodic .ZA-subgroup of G. 
Let N a* G and assume that N is a periodic ZA-group. We aim to show 
that N < p(G). There is an ascending series 
N==N,,cjN,q--N,=G. 
The subgroups M, = NNa form an ascending series 
N = MI Q M, Q .a- M, = m = NC. 
Let /3 < a: be least such that MB is not a periodic ZA-group; /3 > 1. If  ,!? is 
not a limit ordinal, M, is the product of normal periodic ZA (and therefore 
soluble) subgroups; now MB satisfies Min-+9f0 , so by case (i) of this proof 
MB is soluble and satisfies Min. Also MB is locally nilpotent, so it is a periodic 
ZA-group. If  /3 is a limit ordinal, MB is the union of &periodic ZA- 
subgroups and satisfies Min- @2I,, , so by induction hypothesis MO is soluble 
and satisfies Min. Again Mp is locally nilpotent, so it is a periodic Z&I-group. 
This contradiction shows that MB is a periodic Z/l-group if p < cy. 
Now define Z, = &(MB) and 
z = (Z, : p < a). 
z is certainly Abelian. Just as in case (ii) of the proof of Theorem A, it may be 
shown that .? Q” G. By the hypothesis on G, 2 satisfies Min. Let P denote 
the subgroup of Z generated by all elements of prime order; clearly P is 
finite. Suppose N f  1, so that Z, f  1 and hence P A Z, f 1 for all p < 01. 
Let S, ,..., S, denote the distinct nontrivial subgroups of P; for each y  < o(, 
P n Z,, coincides with one of the S?‘s. There exists a j such that, given any 
/3 < iy, Sj = P n Z, for some y  satisfying ,B < y  < a. With this j and any 
P<a 
for some y  such that /3 < y  < a. Hence 1 f  Sj < <r(m) since m is the union 
of the Ma’s for /3 < 01. G/&(N) inherits from G the property “every 4” 
periodic ZA-subgroup contained in n/&(m) satisfies Min.” Hence we can 
show by transfinite induction that iir is a ZA-group. Since N is also periodic, 
N < m < p(G). 
Finally let R be a u&6,-subgroup of G and let a = RG. R may be expressed 
as the union of an ascending series of GO-groups. ,(a) is a ZA-group satisfying 
Min and it contains its centralizer in i?. By (II) w satisfies Min and since it is 
an SN*-group, it is soiubIe by Cernikov’s theorem; hence R < I? < o,(G). 
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The argument is similar to the last part of the proof of Theorem A and the 
details are left to the reader. 
Remark. It does not follow from Min-@U,, , (01 infinite), or even from 
Min-a%, that v,(G) contains every =+9&,-subgroup of G. For example let 
G = (t, A : t2 = 1, tat = a-l, a E A) 
where A is of type 2”3. This group satisfies Min and is generated by its 
@&-subgroups, but V,(G) = A. Th is is why it was necessary to work 
with p(G) rather than v,,(G) in the last part of the proof of Theorem A*. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
3.1. Minimal Conditions on Nonperiodic Abelian Subgroups. Although 
Theorem A* is not valid for Min-qa%, one can still ask about the relationship 
between the six conditions Min-q%, &!l-Min, etc. Some information on 
this point is provided by 
THEOREM D. Let X be a class of groups closed with respect to forming normal 
subgroups and satisfying 91u, < K < 6. Then for any ordinal m > 1 
Min-dmiX = &tZ-Min. 
Proof. Trivially d%-Min implies Min-4% for any class X. Let G 
satisfy Min-4%. If OL is infinite and R is a &E-subgroup of G, every 
subnormal subgroup of R is also a =+%-subgroup of G and consequently R 
satisfies Min-s, the minimal condition on subnormal subgroups. But R is 
soluble and a soluble group satisfying Min-s clearly satisfies Min. 
Suppose that 01 is finite; as usual we may take 01 = 2. G satisfies Min- a23E 
and a fortiori Min- ~2’$10 ; by Corollary I*, G satisfies a26,-Min and hence 
~23&,-Min. Thus it is enough to show that every &E-subgroup of G is 
periodic. Suppose this is false and let R be a minimal nonperiodic u?E- 
subgroup of G; write R for R G. R’ < R, so R’ is periodic and R’ < I. 
Also 7(R) Q G, so (R”)’ < T(R) for all g E G. Hence R%(R)/T(R) is a a%- 
subgroup of R/T(R). It follows that R/,(R) is a product of a’%-subgroups 
and hence is locally nilpotent. Suppose that T(R) < X < RT(R) and X 4 R; 
thenX=(XnR)r(R).XnRuiRandXnRq2G,soXnR<T(R). 
Hence X = 7(R), which shows that RT(~?)/T(@ is a minimal normal subgroup 
of the locally nilpotent group R/r(R). Therefore RQ-(R)/~(R) lies in the center 
of R/r(R) and 
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which implies that a subgroup intermediate between T(R) n R and R is a 
&-subgroup of ti and hence a q2X-subgroup of G. Therefore R/7(& n R 
satisfies Min and R is periodic. 
COROLLARY 5. For any 01 > 1, Min-@X = +‘$I-Min, Min-4% = 
a%-Min and Min- 4% = a%-Min. 
Remarks. 
1. If  01 is finite, the three properties of Corollary 5 are distinct. For 
example, let A = A, @ ... @ A,,, where 01 > 0 and the Ai’s are additive 
groups of type 2W. Let t be the automorphism of A defined by the a + 2 
rowed square matrix 
1 I 
1 
G is the natural split extension of A by (t). Let H be a da’%-subgroup of G 
and assume H 4 A. Then Pa E H for some m > 0 and a E A. Hence H 
contains the subgroup 
[A, Pa,..., tma] = [A, t”,.,., t”]. 
-a---+ trx- 
A simple calculation shows that 
[A, tm ,.+;:I = mOi+1A,+2 = A,,, ; 
however H is Abelian, so A,,, = 1, a contradiction. It follows that H < A 
and G satisfies Min-q%. On the other hand t has infinite order and G is 
nilpotent, so G cannot satisfy even Min-Q%. Notice also that (t, A,,,) 
is a q”+%?I-subgroup of G, so G does not satisfy Min-q”+?X either. 
Finally we observe that the group (1) satisfies even Min-s% but not 
Min-46. 
2. I f  01 is infinite, it follows via Theorem A* that 
Min-&!I = Min-q=%, 
but it does not seem so easy to decide if this is weaker than Min-4% 
However, if 01 > w2, 
Min-4% = Min-qallZ = Min-qa6. 
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For let Gsatisfy Min--&Q and let R be a 4%~subgroup of G. By Theorem A* 
it is enough to show that R is periodic. By induction on the derived length 
of R, R’ satisfies Min; hence F, its minimal normal subgroup of finite index, 
is Abelian. Suppose that x E R has infinite order; then somey = .P, (m > 0), 
centralizes R’/F and all elements of prime order in F. Let a E F have orderpn, 
p being a prime; then [a, y]pnml = [&-l, y] = 1. Hence if Fi denotes the 
subgroup generated by all a E F such that upi = 1 for some prime p, 
Pi,, > ~1 G Fi . This shows that (y) 4” (y, F) CI (y, R’) u R and 
(y) ~w+a+e G. Since 01 > w2, w + 2 + cy = a; hence y  has finite order, a 
contradiction. 
3.2. Generalized Soluble Groups. In this section we will use the symbol 
to denote one of the relations 
aa@ > O), subnormal, ascendant. 
For any class of groups X we define 
to be the class of all groups G which have an ascending X-series of n-subgroups, 
i.e., an ascending series 1 = G, 4 Gi u **a G, = G in which each factor 
Gs+r/Gs belongs to 3 and each Gs stands in the relation 0 to G. It is not hard 
to show (by Lemma 5, for example) that 
wx cl) = wt 0) = C(G, a>, 
a class of generalized soluble groups. For example if 0 = Q, this is the class 
of SI*-groups and if 0 = “ascendant,” the class of SN*-groups. Other 
choices of 0 give rise to intermediate classes. A simpler characterization of 
(X(X, 0) is provided by 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a class of groups which is closed with respect to forming 
homomorphic images. Then G E (X(X, 0) if and only if every nontrivial homo- 
morphic image of G contains a nontrivial 0%subgroup. 
Proof. The “only if” part is clear. Let G f  1 satisfy the condition and 
let H be a nontrivial OX-subgroup of G. We show that l? = Ho has an as- 
cending X-series whose terms are in the relation 0 to G. It will then be clear 
how to construct an ascending X-series of n-subgroups in G. For example 
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let q = 4”; the proofs of other cases are similar. Let 
and define 
& = HH@, 
Thus we have the ascending series 
(0 < B < 4. 
We prove that there is an ascending X-series from Rig to i?&+, consisting of 
4f1-subgroups of HO+, ; n1 = HEX and H (i HI , so let j3 > 0 
and suppose the assertion proved for all ordinals less than /3. Since 
(f&p+’ = I&,, , Rfl+l/qj is the product of all the normal subgroups 
jigxE7ig/17ig where x E H,,, . Hence there is an ascending series of normal 
subgroups between iiB and ir,,, of which a typical factor is 
where x E H,,, and M 4 RB+r . Let N Q Ha+, . Form an ascending series 
from 1 to I& by inserting between each Ry and ii,+r , 1 < y  + 1 < 8, an 
ascending r-series of qy+l-subgroups of H,,,, : consider the series obtained 
from this by taking products with N. A typical factor of the latter will be of 
the form YN/XN where l?? < X CI Y < gy+, and Y/X E 3E. YN/XN E X 
since it is a homomorphic image of Y/X. Now X ~‘+l H,,, ; we show that 
XN cP+l H,,, . I f  X=~,XN==NCIR~+~~H~+~ and /3+1 22. 
Otherwise H < X < nfl ; in this case 
ii,+1 = HHB+’ ,< XHs+l < HP+1 = g&, 
SO XHp+l = gB+l . Now X 4 y+l H,,, implies that X QB+~ H,,, , so 
xq”xJffi+I=~ B+1. Since N Q Rs+i, XN 4 &+r 4 HB+1 and XN 4+r Ha+l 
as required. Hence there is an ascending X-series from N to I?aN of qa+i- 
subgroups of H,,, . Now set N = M*-l; then transformation by x shows 
that there is an ascending X-series from M to f&“M of qa+r-subgroups of 
H B+l . This establishes our assertion about &+,/& . Since Z ~a+1 HB+1 
implies that Z Q” G, it follows that R has an ascending X-series of qa- 
subgroups of G. 
The main point we want to make is 
THEOREM E. Let G E C@I, 0) where 0 is one of the relations Q” (CY > I), 
“subnormal, ” “ascendant.” 
(i) I f  G satisfies ma-Max, G is polycyclic; 
(ii) I f  G is periodic and satisfies Min-•’%, G is soluble and satisfies Min. 
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Proof. Let G satisfy q ‘%-Max and suppose {GB : 0 < /3 < y} is an 
ascending ‘%-series of n-subgroups in G. Let /3 be least such that G, is 
insoluble; ,E must be a limit ordinal. GB is the union of a set of q (S-subgroups 
of G so, by Theorem A, G, < a(G) and the latter is polycyclic. By this 
contradiction G is soluble and it follows that G is polycyclic. The proof of (ii) 
is similar. In the cases 0 = subnormal and 0 = ascendant, the theorem 
has been proved by Baer ([4], Hauptsatz 8.15). 
On the other hand there exists a a(%, +)-group satisfying Max-4 and 
Max-u221 which does not satisfy Max and is not soluble. (see Theorem F 
below). 
A result similar to theorem E is the following: 
THEOREM E*. Let G be a locally soluble group satisfying Min-u and 
Min-q2%. Then G is soluble and satisfies Min. 
Proof. By Min-4 G has an ascending chief-series (G, : 0 < p < a}. 
By a result of McLain, ([12], Th eorem 2.3), a chief-factor of a locally soluble 
group is Abelian, so each G,+,/G, is Abelian. Let p be the first ordinal for 
which G, is not a soluble group satisfying Min. If  /3 were a limit ordinal, 
GB would be the union of a chain of a&-subgroups, so G, < o,(G), which 
satisfies Min and is soluble by Theorem A *. Hence p is not a limit ordinal and 
G,-, is soluble and satisfies Min. GB/GB--l cannot be periodic (otherwise G, 
would be a a&,-subgroup and G, < o,(G)), so GB/GBel is the direct product 
of copies of the additive group of rational numbers. 
LetF be the minimal normal subgroup of finite index in G,-, ; F is radicable 
and Abelian and satisfies Min. Let C denote the intersection of the centralizers 
in G, of F and GJF. It is well known that the automorphism group of an 
Abelian group satisfying Min is residually finite (see for example [1.5], 
Lemma 3.14). Hence GJC is residually finite. I f  m is a positive integer, 
GB/Gr is finite, GF Q G and the intersection of all such Gr’s lies 
in C. Since G satisfies Min-4, G&C is finite. Thus GP = G,-,C and 
C/C n G,-, z GB/GO-r . Now C’ < G,-, , so y4(C) = 1 and C is nilpotent. 
I f  A is a maximal &l-subgroup of C, then A Q C 4 G and A satisfies Min, 
either directly or by Theorem D. Hence C/A is residually finite and therefore 
finite by Min-4. Thus C is periodic, a contradiction. 
In particular, a locally soluble group satisfying Min-d2 is soluble and 
satisfies Min. On the other hand, a locally soluble group satisfying Min-4 
need not satisfy Min or be soluble ([23], p. 105). Also there exists a non- 
trivial locally nilpotent group having no nontrivial ascendant Abelian 
subgroups, (Kovacs and Neumann, unpublished). Thus neither finiteness 
condition can be removed from the statement of Theorem E*. 
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4. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
4.1. The Exceptional Case a = 1. We will construct two simple examples 
to show that the case OL = 1 is exceptional. Then we will consider what can 
be said of this case. 
(a) Let Q be the quaternion group of order 8 consisting of Al, Ai, &j, 
&k and let t be an automorphism of Q which permutes ;, j and k cyclically. 
Let H be the natural split extension of Q by (t); H has order 24 and every 
+Z-subgroup of Ii is contained in cl(H) = (1, -1). Now take a countably 
infinite set of copies of H, say HI , H, ,..., and form their central product G. 
Let A be any q’%-subgroup of G; then A A Hi < f;,(HJ = t,(G) and hence 
[A, Hi] < l,(G). Since G is the product of the Hi’s, [A, G] < t,(G) and 
A < c2(G). However, G/<,(G) is the direct product of copies of the group 
H/<,(H), which is isomorphic with the alternating group of degree 4, a group 
with trivial center. Hence {a(G) = c,(G) and A < c,(G). We have established 
the following: 
There exists a periodic soluble group G of derived length 3 such that every 
a’%-subgroup of G is contained in 1;,(G), a group of order 2, but G has none 
of the properties Max- a‘%, &R-Max, Min- a%, US-Min. 
The derived length here is as small as possible; a metabelian group 
satisfying a‘%-Max is polycyclic and a periodic metabelian group satisfying 
q‘%,,-Min satisfies Min. We conclude that Theorems A, B, A* and E are 
false for 01 = 1. 
(b) Let p and q be distinct primes and let F be the field obtained by 
adjoining to F, , a field with p elements, qth, qath, qath, etc., roots of 1. 
Let A be the additive group ofF and let X be the multiplicative group of all q 
power roots of 1 in F. Then A is an infinite elementary Abelian p-group 
and X is a group of type q”O. Let X act on A as a group of automorphisms 
according to the field multiplication and let G be the split extension of A by X 
thus determined. Assume that B is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G con- 
tained in A and let 0 # b E B. We can write 
b-l = c &xx, 
rex 
(a restricted sum), where h, E F, . B contains 6x for all x E X and therefore B 
contains 
c X,(bx) = bb-l = lp. 
SEX 
Hence B contains all x E X and B = A. Thus A is a minimal normal sub- 
group of G and in fact A = v(G). Therefore G satisfies Max-a% and 
Min-4%. Observe also that G satisfies Min-4; indeed this group is Carin’s 
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example of a soluble group satisfying Min-4 but not Min, 1.51. Hence 
there exists a periodic metabelian group satisfying Max-q% and Min- 4% 
but not satisjying 42I-Max, q2I-Min or Max-46 
Thus Theorem C fails for a: = 1. 
The known implications between the six maximal conditions are 
Max-42I G Max-43 e Max-4G 
a2I-Max < q%-Max = 4GMax. 
All of these are trivial except perhaps as-Max => 4 G-Max, which can be 
proved by induction on the derived length of the a’Ssubgroup. However 
we have not been able to decide whether q’$-Max * Max-q%. Apart from 
questions hinging on this, there are no further implications, as may be seen 
from (a), (b) and the fact that a soluble group satisfying Max-4 can have 
nonfinitely generated &X-subgroups, (see [7]). 
The situation is clearer in the case of the minimal condition. The only 
implications that hold between the various properties are those indicated: 
Min-d2I + Min-4% G Min-46 
ri h tl 
42I-Min e &I-Min 4 qG-Min 
and 
Min-42I, e Min-a‘& < Min-46, 
tl h h 
Q2f,-Min < a%,,-Min = qG,-Min. 
(The group constructed in [2.5], 2.4, II shows that Min-4% + Min-46.). 
4.2. Max-q221 Does Not Imply q221-Max. Our construction here in- 
volves one of McLain’s locally nilpotent groups [II], which we will briefly 
describe. Let F, be a field of p elements (p = a prime) and let 2 denote the 
set of all integers. V is a vector space over F, having as a basis the set {un , h E Z} 
If  h, p E Z and h < CL, ehU is the linear operator on Y defined by the rules 
e&L : v,+ + v, , eAp : 0, -+ 0, (u f  4. 
Clearly enc,evE = enE if p = v  and otherwise e,,e,c = 0. 1 + e,, is nonsingular 
. . 
and its inverse is 1 - e,, . We define 
M = M(Z, p) = (1 + e,, : X, p E Z, X < CL). 
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The e,,‘s are linearly independent and any element of M has the form 1 + a 
where a can be uniquely expressed as a finite sum 
From the equations 
[I + eA, , 1 + euILvl = 1 + eAv 
and 
[I + eA, , 1 + 4 = 1, (CL f “7 h f 0 
it follows that (1 + e,,JM is an elementary Abelian p-group and M is a locally 
finite p-group. 
An automorphism t of M is defined by the rule 
t : 1 + ehCL -+ 1 + ehfl u+l - 
Let G be the natural split extension of M by the infinite cyclic group (t),Z 
G = (t, JO, M a G, (t) n M = 1. (9) 
It is clear that G belongs to the class O(‘$I, 4); we will show that G satisfies 
Max-@21. On the other hand, G does not satisfy a2%-Max; for example 
(1 + edM is not finitely generated since it is generated by the elements 
1 + eAp , A ,<o,p > 1. 
Let m be a positive integer. 
LEMMA 6. Every nontrivial normal subgroup of ym(M) contains a generator 
1 + eA, . 
Proof. Observe first that 
y,(M) = (1 + ea8 : P - 01 > m>. 
Let 1 f N <I ym(M) and let 1 + a E N where 
0 # a = C andho . 
A<U 
Let 6 = [(a) be the least integer such that aC, f 0 for some p. Then 
1 + eEvna cand 1 + e, w+nl belong to y,(M), so N contains 
z = [I + et-, 5 , 1 + a, 1 + d-k u+ml 
* This group G has been used by P. Hall to show that the product of two normal 
locally soluble subgroups need not be locally soluble, (unpublished). 
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where d = acu . Now if (1 + a)-l = 1 + 6, then a + b + ba = 0; also 
W) > 4(a) = 5, so bee-, E = 0. A short calculation shows that 
Cl + e,-, h y 1 +a] = 1 + ep-mCa; 
hence 
z = [l + et+,, c , 1 + a, 1 + d-Q, @+J = 1 + d-Q-, c a% U+VL 
= 1 + ef-, u+m .
By further commutation with elements of y,(M) we deduce 
COROLLARY 6. If 1 f  N 4 y,(M), thme exist integers h and p such that 
p - X > m and iV contains all 1 + e,, for which 01 < h and p > p. 
LEMMA 7. ym(M) satisjes Max-4%. 
Proof. Let K denote y,(M) and let 1 < A, < A, < ._. be an ascending 
chain of q’%-subgroups of K with union A: then A is a 4!I-subgroup of K. 
By Corollary 6 there exist integers X and p such that p - h 3 m and 
X=(1 +e,,: 01 G&B 3~) <A,. 
Let 1 +aEAwhere 
0 # a = C aaRe . 
a<6 
Denote by 5 the largest integer such that aEB, # 0 for some &, and by q the 
smallest integer such that azoq # 0 for some CL,,  (cf. [16], p. 271); of course 
& - f 3 m and 7 - 01,, > m. Suppose that 6 > p and let 01 be any integer 
smaller than both h + 1 and 7. Then 1 + ear 6 E X and since A is Abelian, 
1 +e,f and 1 + a commute. Hence 
e, E a = ae, E (10) 
However, since 01 < 7, ae, E = 0 while 
e, Ea = C at 8, B # 0, 
R>E 
contradicting (10). Therefore 
5<P 
and similarly 
?j > A. 
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It follows that 
A <B = (1 +e,,: a-cp,p>&P-->mm). (11) 
Now define Xi for i = 0, l,..., p - h - 1 as follows: 
and if i > 0 
x0 = x 
Xi = (-Gel ,1 + e,,, B : B 3 X + i + m, B 3 CL). 
Similarly we define Yi for i = 0, I,..., p - X - 1: 
Y, = x,,-, 
and if i > 0 
Then 
Yi = (Yiwl , 1 + e, U--i : 01 < p - i - m, (Y < h). 
x = x, = x, < *-* < x,-A-1 = Y, < Y, < -*- < Y&+ = Y 
say. Clearly Xi <I K and Yi Q K: also B/Y is finite. Since 
X,(A,<A<BuK, 
it will be sufficient to show that each X,/X,-, and each Yi/Yi-r satisfies 
Max-K. 
Let X,-r < L ,< Xi and assume that L 4 K. Then L contains an element 
of the form 
wherefi(1) < *me < /3(n) and aB(i) f  0. Let t > p(l) + m; then 1 + es(i) t E K 
and L contains 
h 1 + 5ml = 1 + w)e,+i t 
Consequently L contains all 1 + e,+i t where t 3 /3(l) + m and Xi/L is 
finite. Hence X,/X,-, satisfies Max-K and similarly YJY,-i satisfies Max-K. 
THEOREM F. Thegroup G of equation (9) is afinitely-generated C(rU, a”)- 
group satisfying Max- 4 and Max- a23 but not d291-Max. 
Proof. G = (t, M), M Q G and (t) n M = 1; since 
(1 + eoiY = 1 + e, a+i , (12) 
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G = (t, 1 + e,,J. Let 1 f  N 4 G. If  N A ill = 1, [N, M] = 1 which 
clearly implies that N = 1. Hence N n M is nontrivial and by Lemma 6 
contains some 1 + e,, . Let p - h = 1; since N n M Q G, N contains 
(1 + QL)t-A = 1 + e,, _ By commutation with elements of M and trans- 
formation by powers of t, we see that N contains all 1 + e,, where /I - 01 > E; 
hence N > yl(M). Since G/M is infinite cyclic, in order to prove that G 
satisfies Max-4 it suffices to prove that yi(M)/yi+,(M) satisfies Max-G, i.e., 
Max-(t), for each finite positive i. Now 
so by (12), ~~(n/r)/y~+~(M) is a cyclic R-module where R is the group ring 
of(t). The ring R is Noetherian (see [7], Theorem 1); hence by a well-known 
principle y,(M)/y,+,(M) satisfies Max-R, i.e., Max-(t). 
Let A, < A, < **. be an ascending chain of q2%-subgroups of G. 
Define Bi = AiG. Since G satisfies Max-a, 
B, = B,,, = etc. = B 
say, for some finite n. If  i is an integer > n, Ai 4 B, so to show that G 
satisfies Max-q?& it suffices to prove that B satisfies Max-4% Clearly 
we may assume that 1 < B < M. Let A be any nontrivial a’%-subgroup 
of B; it will be enough to prove that A satisfies Max-B. By the first part of 
the proof 
K = y,(M) < B (13) 
for some finite m > 0. We define C = A n K. By (13), C 4 K, observe 
also that C f  1, for otherwise 
[A, K] < A n K = C = 1, 
since A 4 B; but clearly C,(K) = 1. By Lemma 7, K satisfies Max-d%, 
so C satisfies Max-K and hence Max-B. Thus we need only prove that A/C 
satisfies Max-B. 
By Corollary 6 there exist 01~ and &, such that j$, - (Y,, > m and C contains 
1 + e, 4 if 01 < a0 and /3 > /3,, . Let 1 + a E A where 
Suppose that 01 < E,, . Since C ,( A and A is Abelian, 1 + a and 1 + e, B, 
commute and ae, a 0 = e, 4, a. This implies implies that 
c aA tieA B. aBo soi 1L 
A<CX 0 
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and consequently that ah o1 = 0 for all A. Similarly if /I > & , a, 11 = 0 for 
all p. Suppose now that a, II f 0 and p - h < m; then X and p are subject 
to the restrictions 
%--m+l<X</3, and or,<~.c<~~+m-l. 
l+a(l+ c aA ,A .> mod YAM) = K 
O<u--l<m 
so AK/K g A/C is finite and A satisfies Max-B. 
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